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Math is normally considered as the most difficult subject in the country’s Basic Education Curriculum.

Is Mathematics really difficult? Others may say yes while surely there will be who may say a big no. It is not new and undeniable that Mathematics is regarded as one of the most hated learning area. There are many stories of the students that tell how hard they went through to pass schooling. They shared that they spent long and sleepless nights reviewing for examinations. Some told that they almost behaved like chameleons to avoid being called on recitations. Others said that they resorted to cheating just to escape being pulled by Mathematics into the grave of failing. Many said how weary and stressed they were in choosing courses in college in which studying Mathematics would not be a burden in getting a college degree.

It is ubiquitous. People see, hear and experience Mathematics anywhere and anytime. We use this when we travel, buy, cook, build a house or simply make the best technique to get a sound sleep. This only shows how important is to learn Mathematics or else one’s life will be higgledy-piggledy.

Just it is very relevant to our lives, it is indeed very necessary to instill love in learning Mathematics as young as children are. They must find enjoyment in doing the activities that will help them find ease in mastering the skills of the subject. Teachers must serve as the strong motivation and the instrument to encourage the students. Nothing is learned in easy way. Everyone should give a sweat to get what he wants. But if on will be able to give his heart to what he is doing like in studying Mathematics, surely he will
learn at the end. Just like solving problems, we may not finish at the same rate but at least we find the solution at the right time. Learning numbers and their relationships is like walking in life or climbing up the stairs, it will be very hard to move on if we will not free ourselves with heavy luggage of hatred and fear. Love Mathematics and worry learning it no more.
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